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Following God’s Leading on Campus 
Working with such a mobile, constantly changing segment of our population—university students, faculty, 
and visiting researchers—requires a degree of flexibility, and an ongoing need for discernment as to where 
God is at work on campus.  And one of the blessings of our particular ministry at Iowa State is the ability we 
have to tailor our meeting times, discussion topics, and other activities in ways that follow God’s leading.   

This fall, I’ve been surprised by the way in which God has 
provided tremendous opportunities to reach out, and 
minister to, both internationals, and to faculty and 
graduate students; two groups I have sought to increase 
Areopagus’ involvement with since arriving three years 
ago.  On Thursdays, I meet with three students—from 
China, the Netherlands, and Iran—to study Mark’s gospel 
and consider what this book of the Bible teaches us about 
the person and work of Jesus Christ.  This has been a 
wonderful time of outreach and discipleship, especially for 
this Iranian grad student (who became a Christian last 

year).  And speaking of Iranian students, Christina and I have had the privilege of partnering with Bridges 
International staff to host a family group with four Iranian couples.  
Through dinner and discussion, these have proven to be a 
wonderful way of showing hospitality, reflecting the love of Christ, 
and engaging these couples in conversation about Christianity.   

In addition to our work with international students, our faculty and 
graduate discussion group has grown from just two members last 
year to eight or more this year.  We have been reading and 

discussing essays from 
Nicholas Wolterstorff’s book, 
Hearing the Call.  I’ve been 
struck by the richness of our 
conversation and the diversity of backgrounds, experiences, and 
perspectives on each topic.  For example, two weeks ago, we 
discussed an essay on church architecture in which we not only talked 
about the theological and practical aspects of it, but also had the 
opportunity to hear from a grad student in architecture regarding the 
philosophical and design aspects of it, which were extremely insightful.   

These are just a snapshot of the ways we are seeking to follow God’s lead and reflect the gospel and 
Christian worldview into the university.  Below are a few more prayer requests as we enter the last six weeks 
of the semester before winter break. Thanks for your support and partnership with us in this ministry! 
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Prayer Requests: 
-That God would open these Iranian couples’ eyes to beauty and truth of the gospel 
-For our undergrad students to work hard, but also take time to rest and engage in Christian community 
-For further opportunities to connect with faculty and graduate students at ISU 
-For our planning (and the funding of) our spring Areopagus lecture 
-For Christina’s health during her pregnancy, as well as for our unborn daughter to continue to grow and 
develop in a healthy manner.     

Undergrad Book Study 

Faculty and Grad Discussion Group 

International Farm Party 


